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Abstract. The completion of the human and other genome projects, and the ongoing development of high-throughput experimental methods for measuring genetic variation, have dramatically changed the scale of information available and the nature of the questions which can
now be asked in modern biomedical genetics. Although there is a long history of mathematical
modelling in genetics, these developments offer exciting new opportunities and challenges for
the mathematical sciences. We focus here on the challenges within human population genetics,
in which data document molecular genetic variation between different people. The explosion
of data on human variation allows us to study aspects of the underlying evolutionary processes
and the molecular mechanisms behind them; the patterns of genetic variation in different geographical regions and the ancestral histories of human populations; and the genetic basis of
common human diseases. In each case, sophisticated mathematical, statistical, and computational tools are needed to unravel much of the information in the data, with many of the best
methods combining complex stochastic modelling and modern computationally-intensive statistical methods. But the rewards are great: key pieces of scientific knowledge simply would not
have been available by other means.
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1. Introduction
We begin with a brief review of the basic concepts and terminology from genetics.
The full picture is both more complicated and richer than we need, and we present
only a very high-level overview.
Genetic information is transmitted from parents to offspring, and carried in the
nucleus of each cell, in DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid). To a mathematician, DNA can
be thought of as a very long word over the four letter alphabet {A, C, G, T }, with each
letter representing one of the four chemical bases, or nucleotides, which are arranged
effectively linearly along the DNA molecule. It is the order in which the bases appear
which conveys the information. Some parts of the molecule are “read” by molecular
machinery, and the relevant part of the DNA is used as a template to make a particular
protein. These parts of the DNA are called genes. The totality of an organism’s DNA
is called its genome. The human genome consists of about 3×109 bases, and contains
around 25,000 genes, but most of the DNA in the human genome appears to have no
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function. The genomes of different organisms differ in size, with some much smaller
and some substantially larger than the human genome. Like many other organisms,
humans are diploid, in that we carry two copies of our genome, one inherited from
our mother, and one from our father. Human DNA is packaged into 23 pairs of
chromosomes, with one copy of each chromosome inherited from each parent.
Each human sperm or egg (collectively referred to as germ cells) contains a single
copy of each of the 23 chromosomes. For what follows, we need to understand a little
about the process during which germ cells are formed, called meiosis. Focus on a particular human chromosome. The individual (progenitor) producing the germ cell will
have two (slightly different) copies of this chromosome. Think of the process which
produces the chromosome for the germ cell as starting on one of the chromosomes in
the progenitor and copying from it along the chromosome. Occasionally, and for our
purposes randomly, the copying process will “cross over” to the other chromosome
in the progenitor, and then copy from that, perhaps later jumping back and copying
from the original chromosome, and so on. The chromosome in the germ cell will thus
be made up as a mosaic of the two chromosomes in the progenitor. The crossings
over are referred to as recombination events. In a typical human meiosis, there will
be only a few recombination events per chromosome. In addition to the process of recombination, there will be very occasional mutations: positions where the nucleotide
in the offspring is different from that in the progenitor chromosome from which it is
being copied. To give an idea of the scale of these effects in humans, the probability
of a mutation in any particular nucleotide position is of order 10−8 per meiosis, and
the average probability of a recombination event in a particular position is of the same
order. Mutation and recombination are two of the fundamental evolutionary forces.
Mutation introduces new variants into a population. (Some of these will make the
resulting chromosome better at doing its job than the progenitor chromosome). The
effect of recombination is more subtle, but equally important. Recombination allows
the shuffling of variants between different backgrounds: when a mutation arises it
occurs on a particular chromosome with a particular DNA sequence. Over generations, recombination events near this mutation allow it to be swapped onto different
backgrounds.
In effect, the human genome project read one copy of the human genome ([12],
[26]) – actually a mosaic made up of the genome from many individuals. The human
genome sequence is available on the web, along with annotations which show, for
example, which parts correspond to known and predicted genes, or regions which
regulate the expression of genes, or appear to be highly conserved across species. The
genomes of many other organisms are also now available, with more being completed
each month. In each case a major challenge within the science is to better understand
the function of, and interactions between, different parts of each of these genomes.
We can think of the human genome project as focussing on the aspects of our
genome which we all share: the things that make us human. But there are also
differences between people, in appearance, nature, abilities, and susceptibility to
different diseases. Some of these differences have a genetic component, resulting
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from differences in the DNA sequence between individuals. If we compared two
human chromosomes in the same region then they would differ at about 1 place
in 1000. (As a comparison, the human genome sequence differs from that of the
chimpanzee at about 1 position in 100.)
Following on from the human genome project, there was a major effort in a
public-private partnership to discover many of the positions at which human chromosomes differ. While there are a number of interesting ways in which DNA sequences
can differ, the most common is when at a particular position, or nucleotide, some
chromosomes in the population carry one letter (or base) while others carry a different letter (base). Such positions are called single nucleotide polymorphisms, or
SNPs (pronounced “snips”). These SNPs are catalogued in public databases (e.g.
http://www.bioinfo.org.cn/relative/dbSNP%20Home%20Page.htm). Over the current decade the number of SNPs known in humans has grown from hundreds to
more than 8 million. Nonetheless, many remain undiscovered. For example it is
estimated that there are 10 million “common” SNPs, that is SNPs where the rarer
variant has a population frequency of at least 5% [11]. As noted above, the mutation
rate at any particular nucleotide position is very small (10−8 ). On the other hand the
human genome is large (3 × 109 nucleotides). SNPs can be thought of as positions
at which mutations happen to have occurred in the genome, where the chromosome
carrying the mutation has spread through the population. It is extremely rare for there
to be more than two variants present at a particular SNP.
Having read one copy of the human genome sequence, then catalogued many of
the DNA sequence variations present in human populations, a natural next step was to
understand the patterns in which these variants occur in different populations. This has
recently been undertaken by the International HapMap Consortium, a collaboration
involving five different countries (Canada, China, Japan, UK, USA), at a cost of about
$100M. Largely completed, the project typed around 3.5M SNPs in samples from four
populations around the world: 90 Caucasians from Utah, 90 Yorubans from Ibadan,
Nigeria, 45 Han Chinese from Beijing, and 45 Japanese from Tokyo. The first phase
of the project, involving just over 1M SNPs, was reported in [11].
It turns out that the variants present at SNPs close to each other on the same
chromosome are often correlated. That is, if at one SNP some chromosomes in the
population carry an A and others a G, while at a nearby SNP the two variants are T
and C, it might be that chromosomes which carry an A at the first SNP are more
likely to carry a T at the second SNP than those with a G at the first SNP. This kind
of correlation is known in population genetics as linkage disequilibrium (LD). The
correlations can be very strong (for example the extreme case where all chromosomes
carry either A and T or G and C, is not unusual) and as we will see below, are very
important for studies of the genetics of human disease. Amongst other things, the
HapMap project characterized patterns of linkage disequilibrium in the samples it
studied.
The reasons for linkage disequilibrium are apparent when one thinks about the
history of novel mutations. In the example above, suppose the mutation giving rise
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to the first SNP (A/G) occurred further into the past than that giving rise to the
second SNP, and suppose that at the second SNP the C variant (variants are often
called alleles in genetics) was the one present originally. The mutation creating a T
and giving rise to the second SNP will have occurred on a single chromosome in a
particular generation. Suppose it occurred on a chromosome carrying an A at the first
SNP. Then it is immediate that when it arose, a T at the second SNP would occur
with an A at the first SNP. Over subsequent generations, the number of copies of the
chromosome carrying the T is likely to have grown (otherwise it would not be present
today) and unless there is a recombination event between the two SNP positions on
one of these chromosomes, it will remain the case that a T at the second SNP would
always occur with an A at the first SNP. This association will only be broken down
by recombination events, and the extent of this will depend on two things: (i) how
many nucleotides separate the two SNPs on the chromosome (the closer together,
on average, the smaller is the chance of a recombination between them); and (ii)
the number of generations since the mutation giving rise to the second SNP (since a
larger number of generations will allow a greater chance for a recombination event).
In general, the observed patterns of LD depend on a number of factors, including
chance past recombination events, and the demographic history of the population
concerned.

2. Mathematical models
The arguments in the previous section were entirely qualitative. While helpful, they
do not allow quantitative assessments of the way in which various aspects of genetic
variation depend on the underlying evolutionary forces or demographic effects. To do
so requires the development and analysis of mathematical models of the evolutionary
process.
There has been a long history of mathematical modelling in population genetics,
dating back to Fisher and Wright early last century. For most questions of interest,
stochastic effects are important and the principal models are probabilistic. For most
of the period over which these models have been studied, empirical data against which
to compare the models have been sparse. Typically, what data there were came from
so-called model organisms (particular species of flies and worms for example). Over
the last few years, there has been an explosion of data documenting genetic variation
in humans, to the extent that our own species provides the richest setting in which to
apply these models.
We aim here only to give a brief flavour of the stochastic models which arise in
population genetics. The most basic models are finite Markov chains which describe
the way in which the genetic composition of the population changes over time. In most
cases, these models are not tractable, and interest moves to their limiting behaviour as
the population size grows large, under suitable re-scalings of time. When examined
forward in time, this leads to a nice family of measure-valued diffusions, called
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Fleming–Viot processes. In a complementary, and for many purposes more powerful
approach, one can instead look backwards in time, and focus on the genealogical tree
relating sampled chromosomes. In the large population limit, these (random) trees
converge to a particular process called the coalescent.
One simple discrete model for population demography is the Wright–Fisher model.
Consider a population of fixed size N chromosomes which evolves in discrete generations. (For many purposes it turns out that we can ignore the fact that chromosomes
occur in pairs in individuals, and we do so here.) The random mechanism for forming
the next generation is as follows: each chromosome in the next generation chooses a
chromosome in the current generation (uniformly at random) and copies it, with the
choices made by different chromosomes being independent. An equivalent description is that each chromosome in the current generation gives rise to a random number
of copies in the next generation, with the joint distribution of these “offspring numbers” being symmetric multinomial. Under an assumption of genetic neutrality, all
variants in a population are equally fit. In this case, one can first generate the demography of the population using, say, the Wright–Fisher model, and then independently
superimpose the genetic type for each chromosome, and the details of the (stochastic)
mutation process which may change types. The extent to which this neutrality assumption applies is rather controversial in general, and for humans in particular, but
it seems likely that it provides a reasonable description for many parts of the genome.
Recombination (and if needed natural selection) can be naturally added to the model.
Where a recombination event occurs, the offspring chromosome will be made up from
two chromosomes in the current population. Although we have described it in terms
of chromosomes, it is natural only to apply the Wright–Fisher model to small regions
of a chromosome. In this case, the probabilities of mutation and recombination in a
copying event are both very small, and these events are rare.
The Wright–Fisher model may also be extended to allow for more realistic demographic effects, including variation in population size, and geographical spatial
structure in the population (so that offspring chromosomes are more likely to be located near to their parents). We will not describe these here. Somewhat surprisingly,
it transpires that the simple model described above, (constant population size, random mating, and neutrality – the so-called “standard neutral” model), or rather its
large population limit, captures many of the important features of human evolution.
There is an aphorism in statistics that “all models are false, but some are useful”. The
standard neutral model has proved to be extremely useful.
In a Wright–Fisher or any other model, we could describe the genetic composition
of the population at any point in time by giving a list of the genetic types currently
present, and the proportion of the population currently of each type. Such a description corresponds to giving a probability measure on the set E of possible types. It
is sometimes helpful to think of this measure as the distribution of the type of an
individual picked at random from the population. In this framework, when we add
details of the mutation process and recombination to the Wright–Fisher model, we
obtain a discrete time (probability) measure-valued Markov process. As N becomes
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large a suitable rescaling of the process converges to a diffusion limit: time is measured in units of N generations, and mutation and recombination probabilities are
scaled as N −1 . For general genetic systems, the limit is naturally formulated as a
measure-valued process, called the Fleming–Viot diffusion. The classical so-called
Wright–Fisher diffusion is a one dimensional diffusion on [0, 1] which arises when
there are only two genetic types and one tracks the population frequency of one of the
types. This is a special case of the Fleming–Viot diffusion, in which we can identify
the value of the classical diffusion, p ∈ [0, 1] with a probability measure on a set
with just two elements. The beauty of the more general, measure-valued, formulation is that it allows much more complicated genetic types, which could track DNA
sequences, or more exotically even keep track of the time since particular mutations
arose in the population.
The Fleming–Viot process can thus be thought of as an approximation to a large
population evolving according to the Wright–Fisher model. For the Wright–Fisher
model, time is measured in units of N generations in this approximation (and the
approximation applies when mutation and recombination probabilities are of order
N −1 ). In fact the Fleming–Viot process arises as the limit of a wide range of demographic models, (and we refer to such models as being within the domain of attraction
of the Fleming–Viot process) although the appropriate time scaling can differ between
models. (See, for example, [5].) For background, including explicit formulations of
the claims made above, see for example [2], [3] [4], [5], [6]. Donnelly and Kurtz
([2], [3]) give a discrete construction of the Fleming–Viot process. As a consequence,
the process can actually be thought of as describing the evolution of a hypothetically
infinite population, and it explicitly includes the demography of that population.
There has been considerable recent interest in looking backwards in time to study
the genealogy of population genetics models. This is simplest in the absence of
recombination. Consider again the discrete Wright–Fisher model. If we consider two
different chromosomes in the current generation, they will share an ancestor in the
previous generation with probability 1/N. If not, they retain distinct ancestries, and
will share an ancestor in the previous generation with probability 1/N. The number of
generations until they share an ancestor is thus geometrically distributed with success
probability 1/N and mean N. In the limit for large N, with time measured in units
of N generations, this geometric random variable will converge to an exponential
random variable with mean 1.
More generally, if we consider k chromosomes, then for fixed k and large N, they
will descend from k distinct ancestors in the previous generation with probability
 
k 1
1−
+ O(N −2 ).
2 N
Exactly
  two will share a common ancestor in the previous generation with probability 2k N1 + O(N −2 ) and more than a single pair will share a common ancestor with
probability O(N −2 ). In the limit as N → ∞, with time measured in units of N generations, the time until any of the k share an ancestor will be exponentially distributed
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 −1
with mean 2k , after which time a randomly chosen pair of chromosomes will share
an ancestor.
Thus, in the large population limit, with time measured in units of N generations,
the genealogical history of a sample of size n, may be described by a random binary
tree. The tree initially has n branches, for a period of time Tn , after which a pair of
branches (chosen uniformly at random independently of all other events) will join, or
coalesce. More generally, the times Tk , k = n, n − 1, . . . , 2 for which the tree has k
branches are independent exponential random variables with
 −1
k
E(Tk ) =
,
2
after which a pair of branches (chosen uniformly at random independently of all other
events) will join, or coalesce. The resulting random tree is called the n-coalescent, or
often just the coalescent.
In a natural sense the tree describes the important part of the genealogical history
of the sample, in terms of their genetic composition. It captures their shared ancestry,
due to the demographic process. A key observation is that in neutral models the
distribution of this ancestry is independent of the genetic types which happen to be
carried by the individuals in the population. Probabilistically, one can thus sample
the coalescent tree and then superimpose genetic types: first choose a type for the
most recent common ancestor of the population (the type at the root of the coalescent
tree) according to the stationary distribution of the mutation process, and then track
types forward through the tree from the common ancestor, where they will possibly
be changed by mutation.
The preceding recipe gives a simple means of simulating the genetic types of a
sample of size n from the population. Note that this is an early example of what
has recently come to be termed “exact simulation”: a finite amount of simulation
producing a sample with the exact distribution given by the stationary distribution
of a Markov process. In addition, it is much more computationally efficient than
simulating the entire population forward in time for a long period and then taking a
sample from it. Finally, it reveals the complex structure of the distribution of genetics
models at stationarity – the types of each of the sampled chromosomes are (positively)
correlated, exactly because of their shared ancestral history.
We motivated the coalescent from the Wright–Fisher model, but the same limiting
genealogical tree arises for any of the large class of demographic models in the domain
of attraction of the Fleming–Viot diffusion. Moreover, the way in which the tree
shape changes under different demographic scenarios (e.g. changes in population
size, geographical population structure) is well understood.
The discrete construction of the Fleming–Viot process described above actually
embeds the coalescent and the forward diffusion in the same framework, so that one
can think of the coalescent as describing the genealogy of a sample from the diffusion.
There is even a natural limit, as n → ∞ of the n-coalescents. This can be thought
of as the limit of the genealogy of the whole population, or as the genealogy of
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the infinite population described by the Fleming–Viot process, although the analysis
underlying the relevant limiting results is much more technical than that outlined
above for the fixed-sample-size case. It is easiest to describe this tree from the root,
representing the common ancestor of the population, forward to the tips, each of
which represents an individual alive at the reference time. The tree has k branches
for a random period of time Tk , after which a branch, chosen uniformly at random,
independently for each k, splits to form two branches. The times Tk , k = 2, 3, . . . ,
are independent exponential random variables, and independent of the topology of
the tree, with
 −1
k
E(Tk ) =
.
2
Write
∞

Tk
T =
k=1

for the total depth of the tree, or equivalently for the time back until the population
first has a common ancestor. Note that T is a.s. finite. In fact E(T ) = 2.
Now we return to the case where recombination is allowed. The simplest way to
conceptualise this more general situation is that there is a genealogical tree, marginally
distributed as the coalescent, associated with each nucleotide position. As one moves
along the DNA sequence, these trees for different positions are highly positively
correlated. In fact, two neighbouring positions will have the same tree iff there is no
recombination event between those positions since their joint most recent common
ancestor, on a lineage leading to the current sample. If there is such a recombination,
the trees for the two positions will be identical back to that point, but (in general)
different before it. The correlation structure between the trees for different positions
is complex, and for example regarded as a process on trees as one moves along the
sequence, it is not Markov. But it is straightforward to simulate from the relevant joint
distribution of trees, and hence of sampled sequences. The trees for each position can
be embedded in a more general probabilistic object (this time a graph rather than a
tree) called the ancestral recombination graph ([8], [9]).

3. Disease mapping
One major current analytical challenge in the field is the development of statistical
methods in genetic studies of human disease. A common study design is case-control:
a (typically large) set of individuals with a particular disease (cases) and a set of healthy
individuals (controls) are typed at a (large) set of SNPs. If one variant at a particular
SNP predisposes individuals to (respectively protects them against) the disease in
question then the frequency of that variant should be higher (lower) in the cases than
the controls. The signal one looks for then is a difference in allele frequency between
cases and controls at a particular SNP.
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As one contemporary example, the Wellcome Trust Case Control Consortium is
a large UK-based study in which 2000 cases for each of 8 common diseases (Type 1
and Type 2 Diabetes, Hypertension, Coronary Heart Disease, Crohn’s Disease, Bipolar Disorder, Rheumatoid Arthritis, and Tuberculosis) will be compared with 3000
controls at around 500,000 SNPs. This size of study is becoming more common,
and although expensive, is within reach of major biomedical research budgets. (For
example, the study just described will cost around US$15M.)
Some human disorders have a simple genetic component. In these, a single gene
will be involved, and mutations in that gene cause individuals to be affected. In some
cases, such as Huntington’s disease, individuals will be affected if either of their
chromosomes carries the mutation. (The inheritance is said to be dominant.) In others,
such as Cystic Fibrosis, individuals will be affected only if both their chromosomes
carry mutations at the gene in question. (The inheritance is said to be recessive.) In
these cases there is effectively a deterministic relationship between carrying mutated
copies of the gene in question and having the disease. These so-called simple genetic
diseases are typically rare, and often very debilitating. In a large number of cases the
exact genes involved are now known.
Most or all of the common human diseases also have a genetic component, but
one which acts in a more subtle, and complicated, way. We are some way from
understanding the full story, but for these common human diseases, it is thought
that mutations in genes may slightly increase (or decrease) the probability of the
individual developing the disease, rather than deterministically predicting it. Disease
susceptibility may well also involve the interaction between mutations in different
genes, and/or interactions between genes and environmental or lifestyle factors.
One major issue with case-control studies involves the need for cases and controls
to be as similar as possible apart from their disease status. A particular, genetic,
concern relates to geographical population structure. Most human populations differ
genetically – individuals from nearby geographical locations are more likely to be
genetically similar than those from distant locations. This is well documented in
comparisons between the major continental regions of the world. But the same effect
pertains, to a lesser extent, within continental or even national regions. Suppose for
simplicity that a population is actually made up of two subpopulations which differ
genetically at a particular genetic marker (say the A allele is more common in subpopulation 1 than in subpopulation 2), and that in addition, perhaps for environmental
reasons, the disease is more common in subpopulation 1. Then a random sample of
cases from the population as a whole will tend to include more individuals from subpopulation 1 than will a random sample of controls, and in turn the sample of cases
will have a higher frequency of A than will the controls. A naive analysis, which
ignores the population substructure, might wrongly conclude that the A variant at this
SNP played a role in disease susceptibility.
This tendency for geographical population structure to lead to false positives in
association studies actually led to the case-control design being largely ignored for
many years. More recently a range of statistical approaches has been developed to
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correct the problem. One class of approach uses all the markers typed to correct the
null distribution of the usual test statistics. Another uses the markers to infer the
underlying structure and assign individuals to subpopulations, with the comparisons
between cases and controls being made only within subpopulations. Perhaps counterintuitively, it is also the case that the problems caused by substructure increase with
the size of the study: even the small amounts of structure within national populations
might cause problems for the large studies currently being undertaken. See [19] for
further discussion and additional references.
If an association study directly tests a SNP causatively involved in disease susceptibility, then we would expect to see frequency differences between cases and controls
at that SNP. For common diseases the effect of carrying one variant is typically small,
which will lead to only a small difference in the frequency of that variant between
cases and controls. The large sample sizes of current studies are needed to ensure
statistical power to detect small frequency differences.
Even were an investigator to restrict attention only to variants which occur at
appreciable frequency (e.g. so-called “common variants”, where the less common,
or “minor” allele has frequency > 5%), these cannot all be tested in an association
study. It is estimated that there are probably around 10 million such variants in the
human genome [11]. Firstly, many of these variants are not known, and secondly, the
cost of checking all known variants is prohibitive (even at levels of current biomedical
research funding).
Here, the correlations between alleles described above (recall the discussion of
linkage disequilibrium) is very helpful. In an extreme case, suppose variants at two
SNPs are perfectly correlated: each chromosome carrying an A at the first SNP carries
a T at the second, and chromosomes with a G at the first SNP carry a C at the second.
In this case, when an association study types one of the SNPs it effectively also types
the other. Put another way, if one of the two SNPs were causatively involved in the
disease, and a study typed the other SNP, then there should still be a signal.
In fact, this “extreme” case, of perfect correlation, is not uncommon. For example, it is estimated that in a Caucasian population, 60% of common SNPs have the
property that there are at least three other SNPs with which they are perfectly correlated, and 20% are perfectly correlated with more than 20 other SNPs; only around
20% are not perfectly correlated with any other SNPs [11]. (There is in general less
correlation between SNPs in samples from African populations.) The reasons for
this are now well understood. They follow from properties of coalescent trees, and
recently discovered facts about the human recombination process. Two SNPs will
be perfectly correlated iff they occur on the same branch of the coalescent tree. The
branches near the root of the tree are relatively long, thus allowing time for a number of mutations to occur. In addition, as we discuss in more detail below, it turns
out that in humans, recombination events do not occur uniformly along the chromosome, but instead cluster into small regions, called recombination hotspots, which
are typically widely separated. Between these regions there will often be effectively
a single coalescent tree for all nucleotide positions, and the placement of mutations
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on branches of this tree induces the correlations between SNPs.
Often two SNPs may be well correlated but not perfectly so. In this case, if one is
causative and the other is typed, it may still be possible to see a signal, and hence to
detect the untyped causative SNP. Under a simple disease model, this effect depends
simply on the correlation coefficient, r 2 , between the SNPs. If a sample size of n
were needed at given power to detect the SNP in a study in which it is typed directly,
then a sample size of n/r 2 will be needed for the same power if only the correlated
SNP were typed.
The major point of the HapMap project was to describe these correlations between
SNPs in human populations. As a consequence, association studies can carefully
choose which SNPs to type so as to minimize the number of SNPs involved. For
example, it is estimated that in a Caucasian sample, genotyping a set of 300,000
SNPs will capture around 80% of all common SNPs with r 2 > 0.8 [11].
Whatever strategy is chosen to select SNPs for typing in an association study, the
analytical challenge is how best to analyse the data. This can helpfully be thought
of as a statistical missing data problem. We have data at a set of SNPs in cases and
controls. For these SNPs we can directly test the possibility that their variants are
related to disease susceptibility in a variety of ways (e.g. by simple chi-squared tests
for differences in genotype frequencies, or by fitting say logistic regression models
relating genotype to disease status). If we had data at the SNPs not typed in the study
we could apply the same tests at those SNPs. Thinking of the data at the untyped SNPs
as missing data, the challenge then is to learn about the missing data from the data we
actually have. Some of the most promising approaches to this problem make use of
the mathematical models described above, (or approximations to them). Informally,
the models can be used to predict, or impute, data at the untyped SNPs from the data at
the SNPs actually typed, and then this imputed data is used to test for a disease effect.
The approach can be applied either at the positions of known SNPs not included
in the study, or more generally at arbitrary positions in the genome. It combines
the empirical information available from surveys such as HapMap, inferences as to
recombination rates in the human genome, and population genetics models.

4. Human recombination
Recall that recombination is the process by which germ cells are constructed to contain part of each of the chromosomes in their progenitor. It has long been known
that recombination events do not happen uniformly along the human chromosomes.
(The rates of recombination even differ between males and females.) Over large
scales, this can be seen in pedigree (or family) studies: effectively through localising
the genomic positions of recombination events in comparisons between parents and
their children.
But pedigree studies have limited resolution for estimating recombination rates.
The average recombination rate across 10 million basepairs – 10 megabases (Mb) –
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is 10−1 . Reliable estimation of probabilities of order 10−1 requires many tens, or
hundreds of observations. While this is realistic in human pedigree studies, the average
recombination rate across 1Mb is an order of magnitude lower, and requires an order
of magnitude more observations for accurate estimation, taking it effectively beyond
the limit of practicability for pedigree studies. As a consequence, our understanding
of the variation in human recombination rates based on pedigree studies does not go
below the megabase scale.
So what do recombination rates look like over finer scales. Two recent lines of
evidence suggested that the picture may be surprising and very interesting. The first
was the direct observation of recombination hotspots: small (typically 2 kilobase,
or kb) regions in which recombination events cluster, and for which the local recombination rate is much higher than in the surrounding DNA. These observations
typically involved studies of human sperm. Although realistic pedigree studies are
uninformative over these scales, clever and careful experimentation does allow detection of sperm with recombination events in particular small regions, from which
recombination rates (in males) can be estimated over the region studied.
The second clue came from patterns of linkage disequilibrium (LD) in human populations. Contrary to the predictions of simple models, human linkage disequilibrium
extended over much larger regions than expected, and in addition, the patterns showed
regions of extended LD interrupted by short regions of LD breakdown. Although both
the initial observations and the suggested causes were controversial, this pattern is now
well documented in humans [11]. One natural explanation was that recombination
events were not uniformly distributed but instead clustered into hotspots.
As we saw above, the patterns of genetic variation in human populations have
been shaped by a number of effects, including recombination. In principle then, such
data contain information about the underlying recombination rates. Armed with an
understanding of the stochastic models of section 2, we could then treat this as a
statistical problem, and try to use data to infer some of the parameters of the models,
in particular the recombination rates.
It turns out that this is a challenging inference problem, for a number of reasons.
In either classical or Bayesian statistical inference, a central role is played by the
likelihood: the probability of the observed data as a function of model parameters.
Although the stochastic models are well understood, and for example easy to simulate from, no explicit expressions are available for probabilities of interest, such as
the stationary distribution. In the statistical context, this means that the likelihood
associated with the model is not available analytically. One way of conceptualising
the difficulty is as follows: for a given genealogical tree (or graph in the context of
recombination) one could calculate the likelihood for given parameter values. The
actual likelihood could then be obtained by averaging this quantity over all possible
underlying trees or graphs. Herein lies the problem: the space of trees/graphs is so
large that this averaging is impracticable.
Various clever computational approaches have been developed in modern statistics to overcome this type of problem, and there has been particular attention to these
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in the population genetics context (see for example [25]). A general observation is
that sophisticated understanding of the stochastic models allows big improvements
in the quality and efficiency of the statistical inference. For example, for inference of
recombination rates assumed constant across the region of interest, the best available
methods are more efficient then their predecessors by up to four orders of magnitude [7].
But even the best available statistical methods based on the coalescent are impracticable for estimating recombination rates of interest for a different reason: the
sheer size of available data sets. The Phase I HapMap data, for example, documents
genetic variation at 1M SNPs in 269 individuals. Two different approaches have
recently been developed to address this issue. In essence, each takes the view that
the coalescent model is itself an approximation to reality, so why not make further
judicious approximations in order to achieve tractability. One approach, pioneered
by Li and Stephens [18] involves an alternative model for genetic data with a hidden
Markov structure. (See [1] for application to the estimation of fine-scale recombination rates.) We concentrate here on the other approach, introduced by Hudson [10] in
the context of constant recombination rates, and developed by McVean and colleagues
for variable recombination rates [20], [21].
This approach retains the original coalescent model, and uses its exact likelihood
for data at a pair of SNPs, as a function of the recombination rate between them. But
rather than using the correct joint distribution for a set of more than two SNPs, the
approximation assumes each pair of SNPs to be independent. In this way, a so-called
pairwise composite likelihood is constructed as the product of the exact coalescent
likelihoods across all pairs of SNPs in the data. In the setting of variable recombination rate, the parameter of interest is a piecewise constant function specifying the
recombination rate between each pair of SNPs (so the function only changes value at
the positions of SNPs). McVean et al. [21] adopt a Bayesian approach to inference.
The prior distribution (here on function space) encourages smoothness in the rate
function and reversible jump Markov chain Monte Carlo, using the pairwise composite likelihood, is used to explore the posterior distribution on recombination rates.
One attractive feature of the prior distribution putting weight on smooth functions
is that the approach “borrows” information from nearby SNPs – the estimated rate
between a pair of SNPs will be influenced by data at nearby SNPs. Another positive
consequence is the tendency to avoid overfitting: maximum likelihood estimation
with the same likelihood function would fit a different recombination rate between
each pair of SNPs. The paper also develops a formal likelihood ratio test for the presence of a recombination hotspot, based on the composite likelihood (with significance
levels determined by appropriate simulation). Tests on real and simulated data show
these methods to perform remarkably well. In spite of the approximations (firstly to
give the coalescent and secondly of the coalescent) involved, the models appear to be
capturing key features of the real world remarkably well.
These new statistical methods, applied to recent genome-wide variation data sets
such as the HapMap, have enormously extended our knowledge of human recombi-
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nation. For the first time, fine-scale estimates of recombination rates are available
across the human genome. These so-called genetic maps have resolution 2-3 orders
of magnitude finer than their predecessors from pedigree studies. They show striking
variation in rates, by up to four orders of magnitude, over kilobase scales, and provide a
powerful tool in studies of human disease. We now know that recombination hotspots
are a ubiquitous feature of the human genome: whereas around 15-20 hotspots had
been previously characterised, around 30,000 have been detected from the new approach, with an estimated average density of one hotspot per 50kb. The approach
has demonstrated, also for the first time, that recombination hotspots are definitively
a feature of female recombination, and more generally that the fine-scale recombination landscape appears similar between males and females. Contrary to previous
reports, recombination rates are systematically lower within genes, but interestingly,
systematically higher close to genes [11], [22].
One common general tool in genetics studies involves comparisons between
species, and this has proved informative for recombination as well. Two comparisons between humans and our closest neighbouring species, the chimpanzee, revealed
that recombination hotspots are a feature of chimpanzee recombination as well. But
whereas human and chimpanzee DNA sequences agree at about 99% of nucleotide
positions, the studies surprisingly found that the positions of recombination hotspots
do not match between the two species, suggesting that they have evolved rapidly over
evolutionary times [29], [23]. Comparisons between the time-averaged recombination rates estimated from population data and those in contemporary sperm suggest
an even more rapid evolution of recombination hotspots, with substantial changes
even over the half a million or so years over which human genetic variation has
accumulated [13].
Perhaps the best example of mathematical and statistical approaches adding substantially to scientific knowledge in this area comes from studies of motifs associated
with recombination hotspots. The question of why some parts of the DNA sequence
act as recombination hotspots and some do not has been a major focus of research
attention, and remains little understood. No clear pattern was available from the 15
hotspots directly characterised from human sperm typing. But by first identifying,
and then studying, 25,000 hotspots, Myers et al. [22] were able to identify several
short DNA sequence motifs associated with hotspots. (In fact the analysis was not
straightforward, essentially because most hotspots are localised only to within 5-10kb
by statistical methods. The key was to focus only on those hotspots containing specific sequences of several hundred basepairs – many such so-called repetitive elements
abound in the human genome – and to compare them with the same sequences outside hotspots.) Although also an exciting ongoing story, this approach was the first
to identify sequence motifs (one important example is the collection CCT CCCT of
eight basepairs) associated with human hotspots, and amongst the first to be identified
for any organism.
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5. Conclusion
In addition to explaining some of the science, our aim has been to give a sense of
the central role being played in modern genomics by mathematical modelling and
statistical methods. The Human Genome Project provided the foundation for a new
generation of genetics research. As we build on that foundation, in our understanding
of basic biology, of the genetic basis for disease susceptibility, and in the use of this
information to develop new therapies and preventions for human disease, it is clear
that the mathematical and computational sciences will continue to play a vital role.
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